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The Community engagement & service office and the chaplain’s office
Introduction
Israel A. Fregoso
Business management
psychology
Admission ambassador
Interfaith service coordinator
Pi kappa alpha member
Meaningful connections to
Linfield:
• Met fellow students with
similar values and
aspirations to serve others
• Introduced me to faculty
who inspired me to apply
for leadership position in
change corps

These experiences have:
• Expanded my understanding
of social and political
factors that influence how
this country responds to
disaster relief
•

revealed to me the dire need
for humanitarian aid; the
work can only be achieved
through collective efforts
among various communities

Development as a student
leader:
1.) Leading by example even
with few followers
2.) working proudly
toward a cause that is
bigger than oneself
3.) laboring alongside
individuals from different
cultures
4.) overcoming the reality
that collaboration and
solidarity is necessary to
accomplish social change
5.) Using bilingual skills to
connect volunteers from
across the US and Puerto
Rico

Trip activities and
achievements:
• Repaired houses damaged
from hurricane Harvey
and Katrina
• Painting, demolishing,
inserting drywall,
digging trenches for
water lines, etc.
• Spanish/English
translator
• Immersion into Texas &
Louisiana culture;
discovering the impact of
culture on community
recovery and healing

As a result of these
experiences I have gained:
• A passion to continue
service in disaster relief;
led me to meet Carmen
Yulin Cruz, mayor of San
Juan, Puerto rico
• Knowledge regarding
importance of civic
engagement in current
political climate
• Inspiration to Pursue a
master’s in international
relations after Linfield

